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Agenda 

Definitions: Community, Community Archives
Examples of Communities and the Archives 
they generate.
The Archivist in the Community Archives
Questions for archivists
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A Community is  . . ? 

A Common Place or Locality. Shared geography

An Common Interest, belief, lifestyle. Shared 
characteristic other than place.

ie. religious belief, sexual orientation, occupation, ethnicity.

A Common Purpose. A shared event, purpose or 
mission:

i.e. hastily formed networks; traumatic event
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Community  is . . . 
Relational and  longitudinal :  A group of people 
who form relationships over time by interacting 
regularly around shared experiences, which are of 
interest to all of them for varying individual reasons.

A Site of Communion: Shared sense of 
attachment to a place, a group or an idea. In its 
strongest form ‘communion’ entails a profound 
meeting or encounter.

Virtual:  ‘Imagined’  but similarly of place, interest, 
communion, relationships
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Community creates . . . 
Identity: Sense of self as a member of a group.
Sense of Collective Memory and Heritage
Vehicle of Communication and Advocacy for 
the group
Social Structures
Boundaries: Shared commonality  distinguishes 
members of a group in a significant way from the 
members of other possible groups.

Community implies both similarity and 
difference.May also imply elitism
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Community Archives: What do we 
really mean? 
May depend on where you live! 

Non-public archives  
Private archives  
Historical society  
Non-government 
Local history collection 
Heritage site 
Participatory archives  
Independent community archives  
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Community Archives . . . 

“The defining characteristic of a community 
archives is the active participation of the 
community in documenting and making 
accessible the history of their particular group 
and/or locality on their own terms”.

Andrew Flinn, 2009. UK

“A key premise of community archiving is to give 
substance to a community's right to own its own 
memories” 

Kathy Eales, S. A. Archives Journal, 1998.
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Community Archives . . . 

“Initiatives which aim to develop a collection of 
new information with substantial inputs from 
volunteers in terms of time, expertise or content 
/ information. Typically, these initiatives focus 
on the history of a particular location or topic of 
shared interest to participants.” 

Consultants Report on Sustainable Community 
Archives for Museums Libraries Archives Council, 

UK
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Community Archives are … 

“Collections of original records of permanent 
value generated from within a community – that
is, a group of people who live in the same 
location or share other forms of community of 
interest – and whose collection, maintenance 
and use involves active participation of that 
community.” Joanna Newman, N.Z.
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Community Archives are . . . 

“An important space, arguably an increasing 
space, in the arena of social memory can be 
filled – is best filled – by non-public archives”

Verne Harris, 1998
“In a community archive, community members are more 
prominent in deciding what materials or artefacts are 
pertinent to reclaiming the spaces in their social memory. 
Consequently, it can be hard to differentiate between the 
separate functions of a museum, archive and resource 
centre” Workshop on Community Archives.S. A. Archives 
Journal, 1998.
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Community Archives are . . . 

Political
Grassroots
Autonomous
Activist
Outside the Mainstream
Representing and advocating particular - often 
minority – narratives and voices. 
Local
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 Community Archives are also … 
Sites of identity and advocacy 
The manifestation of a shared enthusiasm 
for the history of a place, occupation or 
interest. 
Sites of heritage and memory
Supported by volunteers
Supported by non-profit organizations
Supported by local governments
Supported by institutional archives
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Some Varieties of Community 
Archives 

Community Archives:
creation
support
sustainability
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National Archival Organization -UK 
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Independent Archives - UK 
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Juluwarlu Aboriginal Corporation–Australia 
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Maine Memory Network –Maine Historical 
Society 
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The History Project -Independent 
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Mission Community Archives– British Columbia
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Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives 
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International Organization for Migration 
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University sponsored, community driven
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Carakova: Community of the 
disappeared.  
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Role of the Archivist – New Zealand 

Toolkit for Community Archives 

Archives New Zealand Te Rua Mahara o te Käwanatanga 
is committed to providing leadership and support for 
archives in the community. Toolkit for Community Archives 
has been developed to give our communities basic 
information about the care and management of their 
archives. 
New Zealand’s archival sector continues to grow with many 
communities determining their goals for the management 
and care of their information for future generations.
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The Role of the Archivist - Canada 

Preserving Communities: A Guide to Archiving 
for Community Organizations 
This guide is intended to assist grassroots 
community organizations with archiving their 
records. Many community organizations are not 
properly represented in archival holdings across 
Canada and this absence creates a gap in the 
historical record as well as creates difficulties for 
the groups themselves as organizational memory 
is lost with high turnover rates. 

                 Braden Cannon April 2009 
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Role of the Archivist – U.S.  
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Questions for Archivists 

What does the existence of community 
archives say about archives and records 
generally and the relationship of records to 
communities? 
What are some of the implications of
community archives. Should archivists 
become part of community archives and how 
would they do that?
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Possible Roles for Archivists 

Sustainability ?
Education ?
Custodianship ?
Maintaining community connections ?
Bringing the community archive into the 
mainstream ?
Who takes responsibility ?
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